SW Embedded Programmer

A hardware start-up in the center of Israel is looking for a highly driven, experienced programmer to join our Embedded team

Job Description:

- Work in an intense, dynamic environment to drive rapid, efficient product development
- Design and implement the backbone of groundbreaking instruments in the fields of acoustics & signal processing
- Work closely with our DSP & Electronics teams to optimize final products
- Develop groundbreaking instruments in the fields of acoustics & signal processing

Requirements:

- B.Sc. Electrical / Electronic / Computer Engineering, Physics, Computer Sciences or other related degree – A must
- Relevant experience: At least one year
- Full control of assembly and c – A must
- Familiarity with code writing and understanding of ARM processor architecture – A must
- Experience writing drivers for Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB – A must
- Familiarity with NXP MCU’s – A significant advantage
- Familiarity with UNIX, LINUX or other operating systems – A significant advantage
- Immediate availability, full-time

For inquiries: oded@wizedsp.com